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Seven Lessons for Leading in CrisisJossey-Bass, 2009

	One of the country's most trusted leaders offers time-tested and real world advice for leading in economic hard times


	From business giant Bill George, the acclaimed author of Wall Street Journal's bestseller True North, comes the just-in-time guide for anyone in a leadership position facing today's...
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Hack Proofing XMLSyngress Publishing, 2002
XML is quickly becoming the universal protocol for transferring information from site to site via HTTP. Whereas HTML will continue to be the language for displaying documents on the Internet, developers will find new and interesting ways to harness the power of XML to transmit, exchange, and manipulate data using XML. Validation of the XML document...
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Database Design (Sams Teach Yourself)Sams Publishing, 2000
Database Design is the book you need to master the fundamentals of relational database design in today's ever-evolving world of database technologies.  This book takes an approach to database design to teach the reader how to reach into the inner depths of an organization to understand the business needs, data, and daily processes that will all...
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Open Sources 2O'Reilly, 2005
Open Sources 2.0 is a collection of insightful and thought-provoking essays from today's technology leaders that continues painting the evolutionary picture that developed in the 1999 book Open Sources: Voices from the Revolution .  
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Endpoint SecurityAddison Wesley, 2007
This book makes the assumption that if we've been doing the same thing for years and we continue to fail then we must be doing something wrong. Some basic assumption about what we're doing and why we're doing it is incorrect. Yes, incorrect. But we continue to behave as if nothing is wrong. The pain is there but now the problem is that...
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Frontiers in Biochip TechnologySpringer, 2006
Frontiers in Biochip Technology

Dr. Wan-Li Xing and Dr. Jing Cheng

Frontiers in Biochip Technology serves as an essential collection of new research in the field of biochip technology. This comprehensive collection covers emerging technologies and cutting –edge research in...
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MySQL Database Usage & AdministrationMcGraw-Hill, 2009
Take your MySQL skills to the top tier

Maximize every powerful feature available in MySQL 5.1 with hands-on instruction from a MySQL expert.  This definitive guide shows you how to use MySQL's advanced suite of data management tools, optimize performance and reliability, and secure and administer a robust RDBMS.  MySQL Database...
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CFO Techniques: A Hands-on Guide to Keeping Your Business Solvent and SuccessfulApress, 2011

	CFO Techniques: A Hands-on Guide to Keeping Your Business Solvent and Successful is a comprehensive and instructive working manual for multitasking chief financial officers and controllers working in the fast-paced commercial environment. Every senior financial professional with an ever-broadening span of control...
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Palliative and End of Life Care for Children and Young People: Home, Hospice, HospitalJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	“Anne’s contribution to our understanding of the needs of young people with cancer has been unparalleled and without her extraordinary insights our services would be that much poorer.” From the foreword by Simon Davies , CEO Teenage Cancer Trust


	This topical and timely text provides valuable insights...
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COMPTON STREET LEGEND: Notorious Keffe D’s Street-Level Accounts of Tupac and Biggie Murders, Death Row Origins, Suge Knight, Puffy Combs, and Crooked CopsKingDoMedia, 2019

	The infamous Suge Knight, former Death Row Records CEO, and I are the only living eyewitnesses to the deadly confrontation on the Las Vegas strip between the occupants of our two vehicles. A violent confrontation that led to the deaths of two of Hip-Hop’s biggest stars (Tupac Shakur & Christopher ‘Notorious B.I.G.’ Wallace)...
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Configuring Cisco Voice Over IPSyngress Publishing, 2002
Arming network administrators with a thorough understanding of Cisco’s current VoIP solutions and the means to put them to work, Configuring Cisco Voice Over IP, Second Edition demonstrates how to configure all of Cisco’s core VoIP products, among them Cisco CallManager software, Cisco 7910 series phones, and server-based IP PBXs. Now...
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Semantic Web-Based Information Systems: State-of-the-Art Applications (Advances in Semantic Web and Information Systems, Vol. 1)Cybertech Publishing, 2006
As a new generation of technologies, frameworks, concepts and practices for information systems emerge, practitioners, academicians, and researchers are in need of a source where they can go to educate themselves on the latest innovations in this area.  Semantic Web Information Systems: State-of-the-Art Applications establishes value-added...
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